
	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Contact: Tony Chiaramonte 
1468 N. Magnolia Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020 
619-442-0300, Tony@dcbracing.com 
 
DCB Performance Boats Offers First True-Tunnel Catamaran 
Southern California builder to debut new M37R in the spring 
 
EL CAJON, CALIF. (August 23rd, 2019) — In an effort to expand and evolve its lineup of high-performance 
catamarans, DCB Performance Boats is introducing a new outboard engine-powered 37-foot cat designed with a 
65-inch tunnel and no center pod. 
 
Expected to debut at the 2020 Desert Storm Poker Run in Lake Havasu City, Ariz., in late April, the M37R 
model is the El Cajon, Calif., company’s first catamaran built without a center pod design. At 37 feet, 6 inches 
long with a 10-foot, 6-inch beam, the true-tunnel-style boat has the team at DCB—as well as its customers—
excited about the brand new offering. 
 
“Obviously, we have built a loyal following of the most amazing customers in the world on our center-pod 
catamarans and we will continue to,” said Jeff Johnston, president of DCB. “But different buyers have different 
preferences, and some of our customers have been asking for this. Plus, we will have a true-tunnel, outboard-
powered catamaran for clients who may have wanted a DCB cat without a center pod.” 
 
The boat, which has a 36-foot, 2-inch running surface and a dry weight of 5,950 pounds, is going to be powered 
by twin Mercury Racing 450R engines and set up with its throttles and shifters in a console between the buckets 
seats for the driver and co-pilot—also new for DCB. 
 
The base price for a well-equipped M37R on a tandem trailer is $470,000. The first few 37-footers are sold, 
according to Johnston, and the company currently is taking orders for future builds. The DCB team designed the 
cat in collaboration with Franco Gianni of SFG Yacht Design and tooling production—via CNC machine—
currently is underway. 
 
For further information and/or interview opportunities, contact Jeff Johnston at 619-442-0300 or 
Tony@dcbracing.com. Images are available upon request. 
 
About DCB Performance Boats 
Striving to showcase the difference between ordinary and extraordinary, DCB Performance Boats has spent 
nearly three decades redefining the boundaries of the custom performance boat world. From concept to 
delivery, each boat constructed at DCB is a project of passion highlighted by state-of-the-art boat design and 
production as well as a level of workmanship quality that is unparalleled. For more information,  
visit www.dcbperformanceboats.com. 
	


